Here at EzExam, we put convenience first. We are a team of engineering students who believe it is vital to have a quick and efficient process.

"Education is one screen away"
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MAJOR FEATURES
Professors are able to:
- Create and Modify Exams
- Upload answer keys
- View Results instantly
- Randomize questions easily
- Store past exams and questions

Students are able to:
- Take exams
- Receive grades instantly
- View answer keys
- Access anywhere and anytime

PRODUCT OBJECTIVE
Our goal is to improve the way exams are conducted for both professors and students. EzExam is here to change the conventional process of test taking into a fully automatic system.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
As a professor and grader dealing with a large capacity of students, the process for creating and grading exams can be rather extensive. Waiting for grades is eliminated and reviewing answer sheets is accessible anytime and anywhere. Our flexible online examination application can create a more convenient and less stressful environment.